Dear Helemy,

Three books came as in my today's mailbag–as may thanks to you. The mailbag at the post office was so quick this time. I read Camp by the title till I read Camp out. I like you to know they have arrived. Though Arthur Free's Book gives '140' he helped turn up. He was most occasion that I showed have it. I have in his lifetime S. W. T. M. (Edclace) today.

So sweet lovely of you to send me these books. His financial cheaper as soon as my Chequedbook comes. I am so pleased to have 3 Dickens. He is the beloved—book Companion!

So has a slight accident to hurt his pride again, but it is good both blues 6. Greece and Sphinx squares said to be done by Y. For the moment I interfere with my camp work, but a kind letter forested him. I have any letters received I inquire. I am dinskip this at the house of the little woman.

Thanks again dear Helemy, & my dearest love for you thoughts—loveliness. Yours everly, Jackelo